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I believe my resume was the primary reason I was able to successfully obtain first round 
interviews at every consulting firm to which I applied.  For me, it also helped feed into 
my fit interview prep and networking.  I'll talk about that below too. 
 
I went through 7 revisions of the resume, 5 of which happened after career services told 
me "it looks really good, just a few formatting improvements."  I must have put at least 
50 hours of work into it over the span of about 3 months.  This includes time spent 
triaging my experiences, writing up the resume, and then refining over and over and 
over.  I worked with a career coach to get it refined and also had a close friend give 
me feedback to my revisions in-between the career coach reviews.   
 
Over the 7 revisions, I saw my resume evolve from a "generic for any industry 
unstructured bullet list of things I have done" to "consulting relevant passages that tell a 
story of an issue, my actions and the result and which also show some unique 
characteristics about me and tie into my TMAY." 
 
Getting the resume right is really important for landing first round interviews.  It may only 
be one component of the equation of getting invited for a first round, but it weighs 
heavily.  A side benefit is that because of all these revisions, I was able to really get my 
stories for "fit interviews" nailed down and focus on "story delivery" rather than "find a 
story to tell."   
 
Also, I set a goal to get my resume finalized (i.e. no more revisions) at the drop date for 
the resume book.  This allowed me to spend the final months leading up to OCR 
practicing fit delivery and focusing in on networking, since that's when recruiters and 
consultants become very responsive.  OCR is an extremely hectic, fast paced process; 
getting things like the resume done early so you can focus on cases and networking 
later is really valuable. 
 
Also, getting the resume done early allowed me to get my LinkedIn profile updated to 
have a "consistent" feel as my resume.  I know some people I reached out to for 
networking pinged my LinkedIn profile either (1) before responding with a yes to my 
networking request or (2) prior to our conversation.  A few consultants even mentioned 
viewing my profile prior to the call and commented positively on what I had prepared 
for professional summary, experience, etc.   
 
These little things all tie together to create a consistent, strong brand for "me" which I 
think helped me during the process. 
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